Networking of the Baltic Audiovisual Archives for Preservation and Re-use

BAAC Seminar in Vilnius at Lithuanian Television
(S. Konarskio str. 49)
February 14, 2007

10.00-12.00

Piret Noorhani (Estonian Literary Museum, BAAC President), Baltic Audiovisual Archival Council: A road to a better future?

Lasse Nilsson (Swedish Television, BAAC Board Member), Why we should do this networking between AV-archives

Andris Ķesteris (Library and Archives Canada, BAAC Board Member) – Business Update – September conferences and Commission

Tedd Urnes (Norwegian Broadcasting, BAAC Board Member), Fact and fiction in movies: An evaluation of different movies where real shots of events are mixed with fiction and drama

13.00-16.00

Lasse Nilsson, Mass migration of video

Tedd Urnes, Content descriptions of the political issues of Lithuania. The Year 1990

Vytautas Marozas (LTV Technical Department Director), Digitizing the Lithuanian Radio archives (continued by the excursion).